ScienceBase Version March Released 2019-03-31
Bug
[SCIENCEBASE-7825] - Firefox only - File download from the main file page does not work
[SCIENCEBASE-7838] - Publish/Edit DOI from ScienceBase Intermittently Failing
[SCIENCEBASE-7844] - S3 files -upload is not working
[SCIENCEBASE-7848] - JOSSO errors

New Feature
[SCIENCEBASE-7804] - Implement New 'Add EROS Trusted Digital Respository Resource' for External Resource Type (Concept -Placeholder)
[SCIENCEBASE-7852] - Delete Multiple files at once

Story
[SCIENCEBASE-7571] - A user can download a file that has been approved.

Task
[SCIENCEBASE-7634] - Back-end Processing: Virus check function
[SCIENCEBASE-7719] - GraphQL: Display file querying metadata
[SCIENCEBASE-7726] - UI: Create ACL on folder
[SCIENCEBASE-7728] - files-service: Create Folder ACL entities (continued from Feb)
[SCIENCEBASE-7738] - create roles for clamAV lambda functions
[SCIENCEBASE-7786] - Action: Delete
[SCIENCEBASE-7789] - Action: Move
[SCIENCEBASE-7805] - Create Tests for Toaster
[SCIENCEBASE-7815] - GraphQL and UI: Fix upload to using filesdb as source of truth
[SCIENCEBASE-7816] - GraphQL and UI: Enable pagination in GraphQL and in our Table
[SCIENCEBASE-7819] - Document cloud deploy process for all SBfiles components
[SCIENCEBASE-7827] - Implement downloadable check when virus scan is complete
[SCIENCEBASE-7837] - files-service: REST Services for Folder/Space/ALCs for REST ACLs
[SCIENCEBASE-7839] - Deploy files-api to Dev-IS EC2 instance with docker
[SCIENCEBASE-7840] - Set up TLS connection between Apache and files-api
[SCIENCEBASE-7841] - move files-db-api to that EC2
[SCIENCEBASE-7842] - Orchestrate across multiple instances
[SCIENCEBASE-7845] - Files UI: Allow a user to refresh the pathlisting/details view without refreshing the page
[SCIENCEBASE-7850] - Files UI: Add pagination variables to the query in the url to allow for sharable links/hard refresh functionality
[SCIENCEBASE-7855] - Move files-db-api to the same hosts as the other apps
[SCIENCEBASE-7857] - Kubernetes troubleshooting
[SCIENCEBASE-7867] - files-service: REST Services for sub-folders with Sub-Spaces/ACLs
[SCIENCEBASE-7868] - GraphQL: Create ACL on Folder March work
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